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ABSTRACT

The trajectory of an orbiting spacecraft is determined from an Orbit De-
termination Program (ODP). Two inputs to this program, among others, are
the range and range rate relative to some known location. The uncertainties in
the determination of the range and range rate reflects directly into the uncer-
tainty in the orbit determination. This report presents an analysis of VHF
ranging systems when applied to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS). The analysis is applied not only to the convention two way range and
range rate system but also to one way range rate and a new data type range-
difference.

The major contributor to the range rate error is the uncertainty in the
speed of light. For high signal to noise ratios the measurement uncertainties
due to the system oscillators predominate. Under the constraint of matched
phase locked loop errors the 1 way range rate system is superior to the 2 way
system. For low signal to noise ratios the thermal noise predominates and the
2-way GRARR and 1 way systems are compatible. However under these con-
ditions the coherent user system is superior to either of these.

The range uncertainties are also predominated by our knowledge of the
velocity of light. For high signal to noise ratios the uncertainty in the range
measurement is governed by the time jitter and by thermal noise for low signal
to noise ratios.

For the new data type (range difference) the error is predominated by
thermal noise at low signal to noise ratios and by time jitter at high signal to
noise ratios.
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ONE WAY AND TWO WAY VHF RANGING PERFORMANCE
FOR TRACKING AND DATA RELAY APPLICATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

In the NASA ground-centralized tracking systems, the trajectory of an or-
biting or maneuvering spacecraft is ascertained by measuring certain param-
eters that reflect the spacecraft orbital motion and using these measurements,
with the possible inclusion of some data smoothing and editing operations as in-
puts to an orbit determination program. A conventional set of measured param-
eters is the slant range and range rate of the spacecraft relative to ground sta-
tions or some other reference point such as a stationary relay satellite. The
tracking accuracy is governed by the arithmetic and measurement errors
present in these measured parameters as well as by the location uncertainties
of the ground stations or reference satellites.

The tracking accuracy performance has been recently studied by The Tra-
jectory Analysis and Geodynamics Division at GSFC employing representative
range and/or range rate data samples for both an all-ground and a ground/relay-
satellite tracking network. 1. 2. 3 The study results revealed the feasibility of
relay satellite tracking systems (TDRS), as well as high accuracy capabilities
when employing even range rate only as the tracking data relayed by two simul-
taneous satellites. For example, tabulated below are some orbit determination
program simulation results of the tracking accuracy performance study when
using one or two synchronous satellites to track a 100 n.m. circular-orbit
spacecraft. Summarized in Table 1 is the error performance in tracking the
relay satellite by an all-ground tracking network, as a function of the ground
station geometry and the tracking period. It should be mentioned that the station
location uncertainties and tracking data errors assumed to derive the synchronous
satellite errors are representative of existing NASA tracking station facilities
and tracking system capabilities. We then summarized in Table 2 the error
performance in tracking the 185 km spacecraft with the relay satellite network
using either range and range rate or range rate only data, as a function of the
relay satellite location uncertainty and the tracking period. Again, the satellite
location uncertainties and the tracking errors assumed are representative of
NASA tracking system capabilities.

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the error performance capabilities
of 1-way vs 2-way ranging systems for TDRS applications, with particular at-
tention to the extraction of range rate data pertinent to a USER spacecraft. The
aforesaid study results motivate the interest in TDRS tracking systems based on

1



TABLE I
Error Performance (1o Uncertainty) When Tracking A Synchronous

Satellite by An All-Ground Tracking Network

(a) Two Simultaneous Ground Stations

24-hr tracking 12-hr tracking 3-hr tracking

Best geometry 340 meters 350 meters 580 meters
Worst geometry 1200 meters 1300 meters 2600 meters

(b) Two Switching Ground Stations

24-hr tracking 12-hr tracking 3-hr tracking

Best geometry 340 meters 390 meters 54200 meters
Worst geometry 900 meters 1780 meters 55700 meters

(c) One Ground Station

24-hr tracking 12-hr tracking 3-hr tracking

Best geometry 11100 meters 14300 meters 55700 meters
Worst geometry 16800 meters 27500 meters 60000 meters

TABLEII
Error Performance (l5 Uncertainty) When Tracking A 185 km High

Spacecraft (User) Via A Synchronous Satellite Tracking Network

Range and Range Rate Data

TDRS User RMS Errors User RMS Errors
RMS Errors With One TDRS With Two TDRS

1-min 5-min 1-min 5-min

500 m 3.6 km 0.9 km 2.1 km 0.2 km
1000 m 3.6 km 0.9 km 2.9 km 0.3 km
2000 m 3.9 km 1.2 km 3.8 km 0.5 km

Range Rate Data Only

500 m 6.0 km 4.9 km 4.1 km 0.2 km
1000 m 6.0 km 4.9 km 4.1 km 0.2 km
2000 m 6.9 km 4.9 km 4.3 km 0.2 km

2



range rate data only, and the choice between i-way vs 2-way systems is the
natural question that follows since both are capable of yielding such tracking
data. The 2-way ranging systems can also provide range data, but a 1-way
ranging system would simplify the ranging signal processing and system design
while supplying a new data type (range-difference) when two TDRS are simul-
taneously available. A comparison of 2-way vs 1-way ranging performance is
thus motivated. The first sections that follow will concentrate on the range rate
extraction and error performance, while the last sections consider the 2 way
range and range difference error performance.

In order to derive quantitative performance results, we shall assume the
ranging system specifications listed below, though any changes from these values
can be logically accommodated in the performance analysis that follows through
the parametric formulation employed:

Orbital dynamics: R = 1 m/s and i = 1 mm/s2 for TDRS
R = 7 km/s and R = 10 m/s2 for USER

Tracking System
Power budget: S/6D = 90 dB-Hz for G.S./TDRS link

S/ = 55-65 dB-Hz for TDRS/USER link
S/k = 40 (low) or 60 (high) dB-Hz for USER/TDRS link
S/ = 80 dB-Hz for TDRS/G.S. link

These specifications are representative of various TDRS system applications
being studied and developed at GSFC when multipath and RFI are ignored; e.g.,
the ATS/NIMBUS and ATS/GEOS tracking experiments or the Geopause/Earth-
Harmonic system development are current NASA programs that can be accomo-
dated by these specifications. The basic characteristics are predominating
USER orbital dynamics in the TDRS vs USER relative motion, plus predominat-
ing low SNR conditions in the TDRS/USER and USER/TDRS links.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system configuration and ranging signal propagation is illustrated in
Figure 1 for 2-way and 1-way ranging. One or more TDRS's at synchronous
altitudes are used to relay communication or tracking signals between a set of
synchronized ground stations (G.S.) and a low-altitude USER spacecraft. The
ground stations may be separated or co-located but their reference frequencies
must be synchronized. A K-band signal will be employed for GS/TDRS com-
munications and a VHF signal for USER/TDRS communications.

3
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In 2-way ranging systems, the ranging signals originate at ground and
propagate through the G.S./TDRS/USER/TDRS/G.S. round-trip path so that the
signal received at each ground station can be processed to provide 2-way range
and/or 2-way range rate data. In 1-way ranging systems, the ranging signal
originates at the USER spacecraft and propagates through the USER/TDRS/G.S.
return link path. The signal received at each ground station can now only yield
1-way range rate data. When two TDRS's are employed two signals received
at synchronized ground stations can be processed to provide 1-way range differ-
ence and/or 1-way range rate difference data as well as 1-way range rates.
When both such 1-way signals are available, the two ground receivers have the
option of independently extracting the ranging signals and then combining them
to generate the range difference or range rate difference data, or the option of
combining the received signals prior to extracting the tracking data from a
composite signal. If the TDRS/USER geometry is such that only one TDRS
maintains contact through certain time intervals, then the tracking data avail-
able is limited to 1-way range rate during those intervals, thus the former option
of independent signal extractions is proposed for 1-way ranging.

In all cases, the TDRS's are assumed to be phase- locked to the K-band
signal generated at the ground transmitter, and the TDRS loop VCO's are used
to derive both the VHF TDRS/USER forward link carrier (which carries no
tracking data in 1-way ranging) as well as the frequency references employed
to translate the VHF USER/TDRS return link carrier to K-band for TDRS to
ground relay purposes. Hence the TDRS's act as coherent transponders for the
G.S./TDRS/USER forward link relay and as incoherent transponders for the
USER/TDRS/G.S. return link. The term "pseudo-coherent transponder" has
been used to designate such TDRS processing. This system unavoidably adds a
scaled version of the G.S./TDRS uplink doppler to the USER/TDRS/G.S. return
carrier (in non real time due to the TDRS/USER/TDRS propagation delay) as
illustrated schematically in Figure 2. The inclusion of a direct K-band G.S./
TDRS/G.S. beacon turnaround signal, also derived from the TDRS loop VCO's
for doppler compensation or TDRS tracking purposes, becomes a natural con-
sideration as indicated by the dashed lines in figure 1.

In 1-way ranging, the USER originates a VHF signal from an existing USER
L.O. As such the signal is not related to the G.S./TDRS/USER forward link
signal which contains communication and command but no ranging components.
In 2-way ranging, the USER return link carrier will be assumed to be that of
either a coherent or a GRARR (Goddard Range and Range Rate) type transponder
as illustrated schematically in Figure 3. The user coherent transponder phase-
locks to the VHF TDRS/USER forward link carrier and the USER phase locked
loop VCO is used to derive the VHF USER/TDRS return link carrier. The
GRARR transponder utilizes an incoherent USER L.O. which both generates

5
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the VHF USER/TDRS return link carrier and translates the VHF TDRS/USER
forward link carrier to a return link subcarrier frequency. The inclusion of the
USER L. O. in both carrier and subcarrier return link components eventually
permits the compensation of the L.O. doppler and instability effects and the
extraction of a 2-way coherent doppler signal at the ground station

3. DOPPLER SIGNAL EXTRACTION

The doppler signal propagation and extraction is illustrated in Figures 4
and 5 for 1-way and 2-way ranging respectively. If we assume that the ground
receivers have no turnaround beacon signal available, the doppler reproduction
potential is limited to a composite term of the form (second order doppler
effects are neglected):

(2K IDt) L(D0 +D) for 1-way ranging

2-way K-band 1-way VHF
GS/TDRS/GS USER/TDRS/GS

doppler effect doppler effect

(2KDt) 2KL(Dt+Dt) for 2-way ranging
J~' ¥2 '~ ~ ¥ Y ~~(coherent USER)

2-way K-band 2-way VHF
GS/TDRS/GS GS/TDRS/USER/TDRS/GS
doppler effect doppler effect

2 L1 KDt) 2K(D+D) for 2-way ranging
L 2 L ltt) 2K(D~-I-' t(GRARR USER)

2-way K-band 2-way VHF
GS/TDRS/GS GS/TDRS/USER/TDRS/GS

doppler effect doppler effect

The 2-way K-band TDRS doppler effect will always be added to the 1-way or
2-wayVHF USER doppler effect. While the conditions Do < < Do and D t < < D't
will be met except at very small USER/TDRS relative velocities, the condition
of small K-band G.S./TDRS/G.S. doppler is more restrictive since the TDRS
doppler effect is emphasized by the K-band/VHF frequency ratio. The maxi-
mum doppler conditions correspond to a peak contribution of the order of 100
Hz from the first term of the equations and 3.5 kHz (1-way) or 7 kHz (2-way)
from the second term, so that the composite doppler signal indeed reflects the
user relative motion except at small USER/TDRS relative velocities.
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(L= DOWN
USER L.O. DOWN

Figure 4. Doppler Signal Extraction in 1-Way Ranging

It should be understood that disregarding the first term in the expressions
is tantamount to introducing a peak range rate bias error of (c/Lf 0 ) (100 Hz) =

200 m/s for 1-way ranging and (c/2KLft) (100 Hz) ~ 100 m/s for 2-way ranging
which eventhough small relative tothe USER range rate yet may predominate over
other error sources and effects when establishing tracking accuracy perform-
ance bounds in a given orbit determination program. The 2-way K-band G.S./
TDRS/G.S. doppler can be compensated for by the inclusion of the turnaround
beacon signal as illustrated in figure 1, in which case such bias error can be
removed and the tracking performance improved. The beacon signal can also
be used to compensate for all G.S./TDRS and TDRS/G.S. doppler contributions
(i.e., remove all unprimed doppler terms) and yield only USER/TDRS and
TDRS/USER doppler (primed) terms in the doppler signal extracted.

The advisability of using a turnaround beacon signal in 1-way ranging is
further emphasized by oscillator noise compensation considerations. The beacon
signal is of course derived from the TDRS VCO, and hence will contain the
(TDRS-loop filtered) phase noise contributions in the reproduced G.S./TDRS
uplink carrier. These oscillator phase noise contributions are then present in
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both the TDRS/G.S. downlink carrier and beacon signals, and ideally differ only by the
carrier/beacon frequency ratio. They can be eventually compensated for at the
ground receiver when the beacon signal is referred to the carrier for doppler
compensation. That is, provided that both downlink carrier and beacon signals
exhibit negligible differential propagation delays (e.g., essentially same atmo-
spheric effects) as well as equivalent filtering (e.g., same carrier and beacon
loop receiver design) to preserve phase noise time-correlation. Moreover, the
oscillator noise in the ground receiver RF reference used for IF conversion
should be uncorrelated to the retransmitted oscillator noise in the received
downlink signal (even though a common ground master oscillator is used to
derive the transmitter carrier and the receiver references) due to the G.S./
TDRS/G.S. propagation delay. Its K-band phase noise contribution should be
accounted for in any system error analysis; i.e., the USER oscillator is ex-
pected to be more unstable than the ground master oscillator but the ground
oscillator contributes K-band phase noise while USER contributes VHF phase
noise. The use of a common receiver RF reference in both carrier and beacon
extractions plus identical loop designs also provides K-band phase noise com-
pensation of such local reference when the carrier and beacon signals are sub-
tracted for doppler compensation purposes. The ground oscillator noise con-
tribution will then be limited to the IF bias frequency accompanying the doppler
signal thus making it negligible relative to the USER VHF oscillator noise
contribution.

In summary, the inclusion of the turnaround beacon signal is recommended
both for doppler and oscillator noise compensation in 1-way ranging, and of
course can be used to provide 2-way G.S./TDRS/GoS. range rate data for TDRS
tracking purposes. It should be emphasized that the oscillator noise compensa-
tion potential of the turnaround beacon approach is characteristic of the 1-way
ranging system and may not be applicable in 2-way ranging. The oscillator
noise in the TDRS/GoSo downlink carrier will still include the retransmitted
G.S./TDRS uplink carrier and TDRS VCO effects in 2-way ranging, but they will
also now exhibit the TDRS/USER/TDRS round-trip propagation delay (say, 0.25
sec) while the beacon signal will not propagate through this USER link. The
downlink carrier and beacon signal received at ground will have time-uncorre-
lated phase noises even assuming an ideal coherent transponder at the USER
(an effective width greater than 10 Hz is representative of oscillator phase
noise spectral content so that effective correlation times smaller than the 0.25
sec propagation delays are characteristic). The TDRS/G.S. downlink carrier
and beacon phase noise effects will then add mean-square wise rather than
cancel each other, as a consequence of the additional TDRS/USER/TDRS propa-
gation path, so that inclusion of the beacon signal provides doppler compensation
at the expense of retransmitted oscillator noise enhancement.

10



It should also be noted that while the inclusion of the turnaround beacon
approach in 1-way ranging does provide ground oscillator noise compensation
making such error source small relative to the USER oscillator noise, it also
doubles the mean-square contribution of the ground receiver VCO noise since
the carrier and beacon loop VCO effects will be independent. Hence, the two
basic oscillator noise processes to be considered in 1-way range rate systems
are the USER VHF oscillator noise and the ground receiver carrier plus beacon
VCO noises. These VCO noises will be filtered by the receiver loop error
transfer function. This addition of carrier plus beacon receiver VCO noise is
of course also present in 2-way ranging.

In Table 3 we have summarized the various oscillator noise contributions
to the doppler signal extracted at the ground receiver, for 1-way and 2-way
ranging with or without the turnaround beacon signal. The filtering introduced
by the various tracking loop transfer functions is to be implicitly understood.
The circled O entries identify those processes that are ideally compensated
for by the beacon signal, and the extent to which these processes and their ef-
fects would have been commensurate with the remaining ones. The uncompen-
sated processes require further investigation and perhaps even subsystem
specification; e.g., the USER oscillator should be more unstable than the G.S.
oscillator but it contributes VHF phase noise rather than K-band phase noise,
so that the predominant effect is not a-priori evident particularly in high-
accuracy systems where a good USER oscillator stability will be employed.

We thus propose the inclusion of the turnaround beacon as a desirable system
conceptual design feature since:

(a) it provides TDRS tracking data,

(b) it provides G.S./TDRS/G.S. K-band doppler compensation in 1-way or
2-way ranging,

(c) it provides retransmitted G.S. and TDRS oscillator noise compensation
in 1-way ranging,

(d) it provides G.S. receiver L.O. noise compensation at RF reducing such
effects to IF in 1-way or 2-way ranging.

(e) it at most doubles the mean-square G.S. receiver VCO noise in 1-way
or 2-way ranging.

11
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4. RANGE RATE ERROR ANALYSIS

The range rate data samples are assumed to be derived using conventional
cycle-counting techniques on the doppler signal extracted at the ground receiver.
The doppler signal consists of a bias frequency (fb) plus the doppler .extracted
(Figures 4 and 5), so that the Number (N) of doppler plus bias cycles counted
during a time T satisfies the relation N = (fb + fd) T (Doppler rate and cycle
quantization effects are neglected). The measurement of one parameter from
the pair (N, T) while maintaining the other one fixed can thus be used to solve
for the unknown doppler (fd) and generate the corresponding range rate samples
(k = 1, 2, 3..) according to

rk f for 1-way ranging (la)
L f0 d,kk fo

r 2 K L fd for 2-way ranging (lb)
t (coherent USER)

-k 2ffdak for 2-way ranging (lc)
2Kft (GRARR USER)

The range rate sample errors thus exhibit contributions from doppler
measurement errors (e.g., phase noise or time jitter accompanying the bias
plus doppler or introduced during the measurement operation) or from the use
of incorrect values of the arithmetic constants used to convert doppler into
range rate data (e.g., uncertainties in the velocity of light or long-term oscilla-
tor drifts). The doppler measurement itself may involve incorrect computation
constants used to convert the measured parameter into doppler data (e.g., long-,
term bias frequency drifts) which of course must be accounted for in the error
analysis. It should also be recognized that some error sources and effects are
correlated so that they should be jointly rather individually evaluated to reflect
such correlations; (e.g., a ground master oscillator drift will imply a different
transmitter frequency f t - f t + Aft whose scaled doppler is being measured in
2-way ranging, as well as a different bias frequency fb - f b + A fb accompanying
the doppler signal, plus a different frequency reference fr fr + f r being used
as the time standard in the cycle counting process). The relation Aft/ft =

Ab/fb = s Afr/f should be included in the error analysis in question.

The two range rate extractor realizations of interest are illustrated in
Figures 6 and 7, where the measurement and arithmetic conversion operations
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are clearly identified. The hats are used to distinguish the arithmetic constants
from their physical counterparts; e.g., the actual bias (fb) and the reference
(fr) frequencies may differ from their nominal values (fb and fr ) used in the
arithmetic unit due to oscillator drifts. In the fixed-N system the times Tk =
Mk /fr corresponding to a preset number (N) of bias plus doppler cycles is
measured in units quantized to a high-frequency reference period 1/fr so that
the number Mk of reference cycles is the actual parameter being measured and
fed to the arithmetic unit. In the fixed-T system, the successive number of bias
plus doppler cycles occurring in a time interval of preset duration T seconds
consists of an integer number Nk, plus fractional quantization corrections to ac-
count for cycle fractions at the beginning and end of the counting period which
are resolved from successive reference counts Mk as explained in Reference 3.
The doppler effect measured in each case is given by

Ndk fr fb for fixed-N (2a)
fd,k bMk

Nk+l
fd,k = f+ -fb for fixed-T (2b)

(Mk+l - k ) + T f

and the only cycle quantization errors present are those in the high-frequencyr
reference counts Mk. The fixed-N exhibits dead zones of duration Uk = T - Tk

where the available doppler signal is not being processed (a constant range rate
sample output rate 1/T is assumed), since the effective counting times Tk must
be bounded by the sample separation T. This effect is absent in the fixed-T,
which permits one to exploit error correlation between successive samples in
the data smoothing filters preceding the orbital determination program, as ex-
plained in Reference 3.

Arithmetic and measurement error contributions to the range rate data
thus extracted will now be evaluated. The following error sources and effects
are considered:

(a) Uncertainty in the speed of light: (arithmetic) the conversion of the
doppler measurement into range rate data uses this parameter so its
uncertainties are reflected as range rate uncertainties.

(b) Oscillator drifts: (arithmetic) the long-term drifts of G.S. and USER
oscillators result in the use of incorrect values for these constants so
that range rate uncertainties are thus induced.
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(c) Quantization noise: (measurement) the elapsed time is measured in
units quantized to the reference period so that time (cycle) quantization
effects are introduced and contribute doppler measurement errors.

(d) Time jitter: (measurement) the processing circuitry may add triggering
pulse jitter which also introduces timing and doppler errors.

(e) Thermal noise: (measurement) the additive link noises become phase
noises accompanying the doppler signal thus contributing phase jitter
and doppler errors, plus retransmitted noises can cause signal sup-
pression effects when nonlinearly processed at low SNR transponders.

(f) Oscillator noise: (measurement) the short-term instabilities of G.S.
and USER L.O.'s and VCO's also introduce phase jitter and contribute
doppler errors.

4.1 Arithmetic Errors

An uncertainty IA c I in the velocity of light represents a range rate
uncertainty of

IAc.
IA RI'-= -R for 1-way or 2-way ranging (3)

C

so that a I Acl/c = 3 x 10 7 implies a AR= 2 mm/s maximum. In 1-way rang-
ing, a long-term (relative to the propagation time and doppler measurement
duration) frequency drift (Af0 ) in the USER L.O. means that the measured doppler
should be referred to the actual frequency L (f0 + Af0 ) rather than the nominal
Lf0 value when converting the measured doppler into range rate data, thus in-
troducing a net error (observed minus true value) of

C f d C f d
A/~-Lf-- -o L (f0 +A f0) 0 for 1-way ranging (4)

0 o (f + A f0 ) \

A long-term USER oscillator stability of 10- 7 or better will be required to
maintain this error within 1 mm/s and make it commensurate with the velocity
of light uncertainty effect. In 2-way ranging, a USER L.O. will be present if a
GRARR transponder is employed but a proportionate frequency drift will be in-
duced in both carrier and subcarrier doppler contributions, and they will
compensate in the doppler signal extraction process.
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In 1-way ranging, a long-term drift (Afg) of the ground master oscillator
will cause a proportionate drift (AZ ) in the bias frequency accompanying the
doppler plus bias signal. The doppler measurement is based on counting bias
plus doppler cycles and arithmetically subtracting the nominal bias value to get
doppler only, so any bias drift will be incorrectly preserved as a measured
doppler and will induce a range rate error of

AR- = A f c A ffb =_- A fb.Lf =Lf b= 
0 0oLf f 

(5)

However, this expression does not reflect the overall effect if the high-frequency
reference used in the range rate extractor is also derived from the same master
oscillator. For example, in the fixed-N, a simultaneous drift fr- fr + Afr and
fb - fb + A fb would imply that the true doppler should be computed using the
latter unknown values instead of the nominal ones, thus inducing a net range
rate error of

'A = if A fd
Lfod

c IN
L-f M

= -~ ~f, f ( f + /5~ fr) - (fb + A5 fb =- M r _- f
L fo LM fo

f - fb) (Xh)

(6)
L fd A f ) f o

- = - R for 1-way ranging
L f0 fh fg

This is smaller in magnitude than the end result in (5) derived ignoring the
reference drift correlation. The idea is that a positive bias drift causes more
apparent doppler to be measured but time is counted faster due to the reference
drift. A comparison of (4) and (6) shows that the USER and G.S. oscillator drift
effects have the same functional dependence in 1-way ranging, so that USER
drift effects should predominate since A f0 /f0 > >A fb/fb. These results and
conclusions are also applicable to the fixed-T extractor when one also assumes
that the clock used to fix the T parameter is also derived from the same master
oscillator so that AT/T = - Afg/fg; i.e.,

18
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A f = F(N + 1) fr f (N + 1) (fr fr + A fr)
d L(M+ 1 Tffr L (M)+ (T + A T) (fr + fr(f b + f b

(N + 1) f At f rn
(T)j(M) + T fr LI

(N + 1) A fr

(M) + T fr

(N + 1) fr

(M) + T fr
I

(7)

O0 OD

0 0
include

m=n=0O

(N + 1) A f

(M) + T f r
+ A fb f- d

zero

In 2-way ranging, the end result in (6) must now be extended to include the
correlation between the transmitter uplink carrier drift (Aft) with the bias and
reference frequency drifts. The net error in range rate for the case of a co-
herent USER transponder and a fixed-N extractor is given by:

*R'- C2K ft= 2K ft
N f r- c [ ]
- M bU 2 K (ft + A ft) fM r b b

2K f t M

c

2Kf t

(N fr - fb) .~(
A f n

_ 1)n f g

( -

0T(-
0

M fr _ 1-n (Af g- .
Mr-fb) I~9_ 

2 cf d

2 K ft
- 2 Rk / )

for 2-way ranging.
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This shows that the ground oscillator drift effects are doubled in 2-way ranging
relative to 1-way ranging. These results and conclusions are also applicable to
a GRARR type USER transponder, or a fixed-T range rate extractor where
A(Tfr) = 0 as previously discussed.

Table 4 summarizes the main results of the present section concerning
arithmetic range rate error sources and effects in 1-way and 2-way ranging
systems. In 1-way ranging, the USER and G.S. oscillator effects exhibit the
same functional dependence. The percentage range rate error being given by
the long-term stability so that USER oscillator effects should predominate as
an error performance bound. In 2-way ranging, the USER oscillator contribu-
tion is absent while the G.S. oscillator contribution is doubled. It should be
emphasized that the derivation of the G.S. oscillator effects has carefully ac-
counted for the correlation existing between transmitter, bias and reference
oscillator drifts in both fixed-N and fixed-T range rate extractors, so as to
properly reflect the error contribution when a common master oscillator is
employed at ground.

TABLE 4
Range Rate Arithmetic Errors

Error Source 1-way Ranging 2-way Ranging Comments

IA c! IA RI ~ 2mm/s maxUncertainty in the IARi = !Ac| AR| AC c RI -2mm/smax
Velocity of Light 1 c c for R = 7 km/s max

Use OcilaorA/R Af0

User Oscillator no effect A R < lmm/s requires
Long-Term Drift R o n e 10 - 7 USER osc. stab. in

1-way ranging

A f A f
G.S. Oscillator A R _ _- _ - 2 g - \ AR < lmm/s requires 10-7
Long-Term Drift R f t P R G.S. osc. stab. in 1- or

2-way ranging

4.2 Measurement Errors: Quantization Noise and Time Jitter

In the fixed-N extractor, the time duration of the N doppler plus bias cycles
is measured in units quantized to the high-frequency reference period 1/fr , so
that quantization noise is introduced both at the beginning and end of the measure-
ment operation (the start and stop pulses do not necessarily coincide with the
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reference zero crossing). An unknown phase departure (Ad rad) from the
reference zero crossing at the start or stop pulse occurrence induces a meas-
urement error AM = A8/27r which of course is cancelled out if the same phase
offset prevails for both pulses. A time-varying doppler effect will exclude this
last possibility in general, and we can ssume the start and stop pulse phase
offsets as independent random variables for all practical purposes.

Under these conditions, the resultant doppler measurement error induced
is given by the expression

Afd= - fb) ( f f ) A {M Hz. (9)
* M M +MAM Nf r

Its rms value corresponding to uniformly distributed independent phase offsets
is given by

(b + fd) 2 (fb + fd) 2 fb + fd (10)cr _§C Hz rms. (0
Id 2ir/ N fr eAS fN fr VT fr 

V6 r

If we assume fb + fd/fr 5 x 10 - 3 , which is representative of existing VHF
tracking system design, and establish the measurement period to be reciprocal
of the output data rate (i.e., neglect dead zone effects in the fixed-N extraction,
which still yields commensurate error values for all practical purposes), then
the previous expression reduces to cfd = 2 x 10 - 3 /T Hz rms. This results in
corresponding range rate errors of c; = 0.4/T cm/s rms, for 1-way ranging
and o/ = 0.2/T cm/s rms for 2-way ranging. The point is that the quantization
noise effect appears in the range rate extractor measurement operation regard-
less of whether 1-way or 2-way doppler is being counted, and a multiplier factor
of 1/2 is introduced in the arithmetic operation (figures 6b and 7b) in 2-way
ranging when converting doppler effect into range rate data using equations (lb)
or (lc). The quantization error dependence on the data rate is illustrated in
Table 5 assuming typical tracking system specifications (fb + fd 5 x 10- 3 fr)'

In the fixed-T extractor, the reference counter will also exhibit a quantiza-
tion effect at the stop pulse triggering, but not at the start pulse which is derived
from the same master generating the reference signal. However, the measure-
ment unit delivers two successive reference counts to the arithmetic unit so that
again two phase offets need be considered in the analysis, and again they may be
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TABLE 5
Range Rate Quantization Noise Errors

T (sec) o- (2-way ranging) o/k(1-way ranging)

10 0.02 cm/s 0.04 cm/s

1 0.2 cm/s 0.4 cm/s

0.5 0.4 cm/s 0.8 cm/s

0.25 0.8 cm/s 1.6 cm/s

0.125 1.6 cm/s 3.2 cm/s

assumed to be independent
rms doppler measurement

random variables with a uniform distribution. The
error induced is given by

1
arA' ~ /6_T

,/ (fb + fd)
2

·cfd= 7T (N + 1) fr
(fb + fd rmsf Hz r'ms

fr
(11)

so that the previous results are still applicable regardless of the extractor
realization as expected.

The range rate error contributions of any start/stop time jitter caused by
the electronic processing circuitry but absent in the signals themselves (e.g.,
axis-crossing or gating detector effects, but not oscillator noise) can also be
accounted for in an analogous manner. For example, a 1 nanosec jitter repre-
sents a 2 7r x 10-2 rad rms reference uncertainty which can be used as a
(instead of 27T/ ]i2) in the previous formulation. Hence, time jitter conditions
of 30 nanosec rms would be equivalent to quantization noise. Smaller values
are actually observable in practice.

4.3 Measurement Errors: Thermal and Oscillator Noise in 1-Way Ranging

In 1-way ranging, the thermal noise processes added to the signal through
the propagation links of Figure 1 eventually appear as additive phase noise in
the doppler signal extracted at the ground receiver. The downlink additive
thermal noise has contributions from both the USER/TDRS and TDRS/G.S.
links, but the latter may be neglected assuming expected signal-to-noise density
conditions. Also, the uplink G.S./TDRS additive noise becomes phase noise at
the TDRS tracking loop and is scaled and retransmitted as such to ground when
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side-stepping the USER signal at the TDRS for ground relay purposes. This
retransmitted phase noise is also negligible relative to the downlink USER/TDRS
thermal noise effect due to the high uplink G.S./TDRS signal-to-noise density
conditions (even assuming the TDRS loop bandwidth to be somewhat wider than
tracking requirements to permit unaided signal acquisition at the TDRS). Of
course, the inclusion of the turnaround beacon compensation would introduce
further retransmitted and received thermal noise processes in general uncor-
related to their carrier signal counterparts due to different spectral occupancy,
but again their effects should be negligible relative to the downlink USER/TDRS
thermal noise contribution with its predominant noise-to-signal density.

The rms one-way doppler and range rate errors may be evaluated from
the expression

C C V2c
- f D f A/2r T 2 L fo T [Ro (0) - RX (T)] 

1
/ 2 (12)

where Ak5 = O(T) - k (0), T is the doppler counting time and R¢(') is the phase
noise autocorrelation function given by the inverse transform

J ( H (jco ~ l e-~ a

C

R¢, (t) = J IH't aj )l ej -td (13)

where V/S c is the noise-to-carrier density and Ht(s) is the receiver loop
transfer function. If the loop bandwidth is wider than the data sample rate (as
is often the case) then I R(T) I < <R (0) and the one-way rms error expression
reduces to

0-k = C 0- C (SNR)0 '-2(14)
R/2 L f D 2TSLf T/20 0

where

(SNR)t - c and B
n

= (j c)12 d
qDbB ff 21"4

is the loop bandwidth assuming H, (0) = 1.
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A lower bound on the loop bandwidth is established from phase dynamic
tracking requirements (doppler rates, short-term oscillator instabilities). If
we assume a conventional 2nd-order loop design with a damping factor of 1//2
for the receiver loop, the doppler rate tracking error will be given by

Oe (doppler rate) = 405 D deg (15)
B2

n

and since the predominant doppler rate contribution is Lb' = 5 Hz/s maximum
/S2) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

(R = 10 m/s2 ) then a loop bandwidth B > 15 - 45 Hz is required to maintain the
n

lockinig error below 1-10 deg, with the wider bandwidth resulting in the tighter
bound. The bandwidth constraint due to the short-term instabilities of the USER
L.O. is in turn accounted for by representing the power spectral density of the
oscillator phase noise in the parametric form"

SA (c) A .+ + C (16)
c0 3 c02 c<

where the constants depend on the type and quality of the oscillator in question.
The rms locking error contribution is then evaluated for a given loop transfer
function from the expression

O' ~~~~~1/2

) e (osc noise) = S (c) | l- He (j co)12 d o rad rms (17)

The A and B terms have been found to predominate for spacecraft oscilla-
tors when 2nd-order loops having a damping factor 1/)/2 and Bn < 100 Hz are
employed, with A = 1/450 and B = 10-3/225 representing typical one-sided VHF
spectral characteristics.4 Under these conditions, the approximation

/ 9A V'TB'2 B +4
ei (USER L. O). 9A +- B 1 + radr ms forB<lO1 0 0Hz(18)

e8Bn B/2 0 B n 400
n /

has been found to be effective, so that 3 < Bn < 100 Hz is sufficient to maintain
this locking error within 1 deg rms. The doppler rate bound thus predominates
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over the USER oscillator noise bound when typical spectral parameters are as-
sumed for the latter.

When the turnaround beacon is employed in 1-way ranging, the retransmitted
G.S./TDRS carrier and TDRS VCO jitter are compensated for, and the G.S. re-
ceiver L.O. jitter is scaled to the bias frequency (fb) so that it should be negligible
relative to the USER oscillator noise effect as an error performance bound. There
remains the G.S. receiver VCO jitter effects of the carrier and beacon tracking
loops, and their error magnitudes depend on the effective VCO operating fre-
quency (including any frequency multipliers involved). This effective frequency
need not be at K-band (as in the TDRS loop) due to the IF conversion with the
receiver RF L.O. references. There is a rather limited amount of data available
concerning VCO spectral parameter values; e.g., a 10 MHz VCO has been char-
acterized with A = 10 and B 10- 5 one-sided5 , in which case the locking error
would be 3/B, rad rms for 2nd-order loops having B1, < 100 Hz, so that 60 < Bo
< 100 Hz would be required to maintain a 3 deg rms error. However, existing
NASA tracking systems have been specified with VCO locking errors within 3
deg rms for B. as low as 10 Hz, and their 3rd-order loop realizations claim to
essentially meet these specifications at VCO operating frequencies higher than
10 MHz. 6. 7 On the basis of these systems and the analysis presented thus far
we shall assume B, = 50 Hz should be sufficiently wide to accommodate doppler
rate, USER L.O. and G.S. receiver VCO locking errors.

The thermal noise error of (14) can now be evaluated using the 40/60 dB-Hz
(low/high) power budget established in Section 1, though it should be understood
that this SNR may not be fully applicable to the range rate signal due to the pos-
sible presence of carrier phase modulation for telemetry data or range measure-
ment data. The corresponding (low/high) loop SNR and max/min) thermal noise lock-
ing errors for the two conditions of no carrier supression (no modulation) and 3.5
dB carrier supression (e.g., a 1.2 rad PM sidetone) using B = 50 Hz are then

Unmodulated Carrier Modulated Carrier

(SNR)t 23/43 dB-Hz 19.5/39.5 dB-Hz

%-n 2.8/0.28 deg rms 4.3/0.43 deg rms

which are adequate for locking purposes. The corresponding range rate errors
due to thermal noise are shown in Table 6 as a function of output data rate 1/T.
The use of higher data rates would violate the Bn T > > 1 condition required to
neglect the R. (T) contribution to cr in (12). A detailed characterization of the
phase noise correlation introduced by the tracking loop filtering would then be
required for quantitative results.
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TABLE 6
Range Rate Thermal Noise Errors (1-Way Ranging)

T (sec) oix (unmodulated carrier) (modulated carrier)

10 0.22/0.022 cm/s 0.34/0.034 cm/s

1 2.2/0.22 cm/s 3.4/0.34 cm/s

0.5 4.4/0.44 cm/s 6.8/0.68 cm/s

0.25 8.8/0.88 cm/s 13.6/1.36 cm/s

0.125 17.6/1.76 cm/s 27.2/2.72 cm/s

The effect of USER short-term oscillator
can next be evaluated from the expression

instabilities in 1-way ranging

C C 0 V2 c 2_ c - = L /f a ER, (0) - R, (T)] /2
R/~ L fo D L, " fo) 27L flT

_1/2

c s2 in co T/2 dw 
=mL L S¢ (w) IHt (j )1 (2 C

2 -uL fo co (c Tf/2 2

(19)

where S. (W) = w2 S (wCO) is the power spectral density of the oscillator frequency
jitter. Wte will assu'me that an ideal loop reproduction takes place under the
small locking error conditions. If we also assume a predominant B-term in the
spectral decomposition (equation 16), then the previous expression reduces to

C = % - T f0 B)/2
CR Lf fO D =2 7T L fo R (20)

The USER L.O. contribution may be evaluated assuming the typical spectral
parameter B = 10

-
5 for the spacecraft VHF oscillator noise as

1i (USER Osc no i s e) - cm/s rms
10/T

(21)
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TABLE 7
Range Rate USER L.O. Noise Errors (1-Way Ranging)

T (see) o-k(USER L.O.)

10 0.03 cm/s

1 0.10 cm/s

0.5 0.14 cm/s

0.25 0.20 cm/s

0.125 0.28 cm/s

A comparison of the thermal noise (Table 6) with USER L.O. noise (Table 7)
contributions to the one-way range rate error illustrates that the former pre-
dominates at the low (40 dB-Hz) power budget. For the high (60 dB-Hz) power
budget, both error contributions will be commensurate at low output data rates,
while thermal noise effects will again predominate at the high data rates. This
results from the 1/T (thermal noise) vs 1/vT(oscillator noise) range rate error
dependence. It should be noted that the thermal noise error is dependent on the
loop noise bandwidth, while the oscillator noise error is independent of noise
bandwidth, when its spectral B-term effect predominates.

Now considering G.S. receiver VCO noise, expression (19) must be modi-
fied by replacing Ht(w) with 1 - HC (w) to account for the loop effect, and by
inserting a2 rms multiplier, to account for the carrier plus beacon loop con-
tributions. The G.S.-VCO thus contributes a locking error jitter to the doppler
signal extracted, whereas the USER L.O. contributes tracked oscillator jitter
to the signal. Note though that an unstable VCO and a stable USER L.O. could
still make these contributions equivalent. The lack of available quantitative in-
formation on VCO phase noise spectra prevents the general evaluation of VCO
range rate error contributions. An approach often followed to bypass this prob-
lem is to assume the VCO phase noise contribution to the doppler signal at the
beginning and end of a counting period to represent uncorrelated random vari-
ables. In which case the one-way range rate error is related to the VCO locking
errors by the expression

C c v2 c 45 (22)-kL fo D L fo( __4T) 2 r -y= cCM/sL fo E-fo L'~~~~~ 2 7L fo TTR~~f D~f (A~ \ 2n~2 (22)
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where a is the (carrier plus beacon) rms VCO locking error in radians. Under
these conditions, a 1 deg rms locking error per loop would yield a - 1/T cm/s.
The VCO range rate error contribution would predominate over the USER L.O.
effects previously evaluated, plus be equivalent to the thermal noise effects for
the low power budget case, and would also predominate for the high power budget
case.

It should be emphasized that these VCO results depend on the validity of
their phase noise contributions to 4(0) and $(T) being uncorrelated random
variables. This is particularly evident by the 1/T functional dependence in (22),
which is the same dependence exhibited by quantization (10) and thermal (14)
noise errors, while the L.O. noise effects (20) exhibit a 1//v-T functional de-
pendence. The L.Oo and VCO noise effects do not exhibit the same dependence,
since the former is lowpass filtered by HI(j co) while the latter is highpass
filtered by 1 - He (j w). The effective correlation time of the VCO locking error
process and its loop design dependence is not well known at present which makes
it difficult to analytically support the uncorrelation assumption.

Finally, it should be noted that the assumption of a predominate B-term in
the spectral decomposition of the L.O. noise employed in evaluating the integral
of (19) should be verified for a given application. The approach employed in this
paper and the 1//TT dependence of the range rate error are characteristic of a
"random walk" on the phase caused by thermal and shot noise perturbations.
This dependence may not be valid if other oscillator perturbations predominate.
As an example, low pass filtered additive noise phase modulation can result in
a 1/VT or 1/T factor depending upon the filter transfer and cutoff characteristics.

4.4 Measurement Errors: Thermal and Oscillator Noise in 2-Way Ranging

In 2-way ranging, the USER/TDRS return link thermal noise should still
predominate over the TDRS/G.S. and G.S./TDRS link noises as previously stated
for 1-way ranging, but now the TDRS/USER forward link thermal noise effects must
be examined since this is not necessarily a high SNR link. The ultimate effects
of a moderate-to-low SNR in the TDRS/USER link also depend on the specific
signal processing taking place at the USER transponder. For example, the in-
clusion of a limiter preceding the PLL in a coherent USER or the PM operation
in a GRARR USER is a desirable process to smooth the signal level fluctua-
tions with varying TDRS/USER range. In a coherent USER, the limiter effect
alters the effective loop SNR and retransmitted thermal phase noise. A low
USER/TDRS link power budget, relative to the TDRS/USER link power budget,
may make such retransmitted phase noise small relative to the USER/TDRS
thermal noise when considering the USER/TDRS phase noise effects upon G.S.
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receiver tracking loops. In a GRARR USER, the limiter effect alters the modu-
lation SNR fed to the phase modulator and causes both subcarrier signal suppres-
sion and increased retransmitted PM noise; again this noise may be small rela-
tive to the USER/TDRS link noise. The subcarrier signal suppression may still
be significant and attenuate the USER/TDRS subcarrier power level, and es-
sentially emphasize the locking errors due to the subcarrier noise and the range
rate error contributions at the G.S. receiver. 3, 8 In summary, both a coherent
and GRARR USER could yield negligible retransmitted noise in 2-way ranging,
and a GRARR USER could exhibit a significant subcarrier suppression and
thermal noise degradation in the doppler signal and range rate data extracted.

The rms range rate errors due to thermal noise in 2-way ranging with a
coherent USER are given by (12) and (14), except that Lf0 is now replaced by
2KLf t as indicated in (lb). The 2-way doppler rate increases by a factor of 2
relative to the 1-way doppler rate. As a result of this the G.S. receiver loop
bandwidth requirement increases by a V'2 factor, as a consequence of the B n
functional dependence in (15). The L.O. noise is now due to the K-band retrans-
mitted uplink carrier, so that if we assume its phase jitter is tracked by the
TDRS and USER loops, then the expression (18) is valid except that different A
and B values should be used to reflect ground standard instabilities at K-band
(rather than the spacecraft VHF L.O.). The literature suggests A = 1.5 x 10 -

2

and B = 2.4 x 10 -7 for a K-band standard 5, which results in a 1/8B rad rms
n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~error. A 7 < B n< 100 Hz would maintain such error within 1 deg rms. Under

these conditions, the doppler rate predominates over the L.O. noise as in 1-way
ranging. The G.S. receiver VCO noise in the loop bandwidth previously discussed
in 1-way ranging must now be supplemented with the retransmitted TDRS and
USER VCO effects in 2-way ranging for a coherent USER. The retransmitted
TDRS effects will prevail since the TDRS VCO operates at K-band while the
USER VCO operates at VHF, and the TDRS loop will be narrower than the USER
loop from doppler dynamics considerations. The G.S. receiver loop will be
wider than the TDRS loop, again based on doppler dynamics, so that we can as-
sume that the retransmitted TDRS VCO locking error will be reproduced at the
G.S.

Under these conditions, the assumed B = 50 Hz will still accommodate all
locking errors in 2-way ranging. The rms range rate errors due to thermal
noise would be 1/2 of those previously cited for 1-way ranging in Table 6, due
to the 1/2 multiplier factor in (lb). The thermal noise contribution of the
measured doppler is the same in 1-way or 2-way (coherent-USER) changing due
to the predominant USER/TDRS returnlinknoise,yet the doppler measurement is
divided by 2 in 2-way ranging to get range rate data with a corresponding 6 dB
improvement in thermal noise errors.
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In the case of a GRARR USER, the expression (12) is valid with Lf0 - 2Kft,
but (13) and (14) must be modified to reflect the presence of carrier plus sub-
carrier loop noise contributions; i.e.,

RO (t) 2:) He( cIj + () IH (i )I ej t (23a)

R L L2/ S~ (L/22 2b
R (0) (U_ (A c) C + ( B )2 + 

+ L2J 2 -S cnc 2Ss c 2 +SR) (SNR)t, j

If we again assume I R (T) I << R (0), the rms range rate error due to thermal
noise is given by

c c (SNR) + (SNR)c (24)
cr 2 K ft 4 7T K ft T L\/ c (SNR) s ]

The carrier and subcarrier doppler dynamics are essentially the same under
conventional GRARR transponder designs (L1 /L 2 ~ 1), in which case the carrier
and subcarrier loops will exhibit the same lower limit on loop bandwidth selec-
tion. The subcarrier signal level will be lower than the carrier due to the
modulation in the GRARR transponder, and perhaps show a further degradation
due to the limiter suppression effect if the USER operates at moderate-to-low
input SNR's. In turn, the subcarrier PM sidebands fold coherently at the G.S.
receiver, thus introducing a 3 dB improvement in the subcarrier loop SNR. The
development of quantitative results thus requires numerical assumptions re-
garding uplink or downlink modulation indices and USER input SNR conditions
for a GRARR USER transponder.

If we assume typical GRARR tracking system design parameters (e.g., a
1.2 radian PM'ed uplink carrier and 0-5 dB USER input SNR), each downlink
subcarrier sideband is 6-8 dB down from the modulated carrier and 11-13 dB
down from the unmodulated carrier power, so that the subcarrier noise will
govern the range rate error contribution. The assumption of B = 50 Hz again

naccounts for all doppler rates, G.S. retransmitted and USER L.O. effects, and
TDRS and G.S. VCO effects in the G.S. carrier/subcarrier tracking loops. A
subcarrier loop SNR of 13-15 dB for the 40 dB-Hz low budget and 33-35 dB for
the 60 dB-Hz high budget will exist (including the 3 dB folding improvement).
This represents a 4.5-6.5 dB SNR degradation relative to 2-way ranging with a
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coherent USER, so that the 1-way ranging performance is equivalent to that of
2-way ranging when considering a GRARR USER transponder operating at low
SNR.

The L.O. noise contribution to range rate errors in 2-way ranging is due to
the retransmitted G.S./TDRS uplink carrier, which appears on the carrier and
beacon signals. This can not be compensated for due to the time delay introduced
by the TDRS/USER/TDRS round-trip. The exclusion of the beacon does not re-
duce the L.O. noise contributions, since then the G.S. receiver RF L.O. instability
would have to be considered. The development of (19)-(20) with LfD replaced by
/2 KLf t or v/2Kf t is applicable, and the use of B (in equation 16) = 2.4 x 10

-
7

as the predominant spectral term for a K-band standard yields an rms error
improvement of /2 (1/0.024)1/2 9 over the results of (21) and Table 7. That
is, the 2-way ranging contributes K-band L.O. noise while 1-way ranging con-
tributes VHF L.O. noise, but this is more than compensated for by the highly-stable
ground L.O. source utilized in 2-way ranging relative to the more unstable L.O.
source in 1-way ranging.

The VCO noise contribution to range rate error in 2-way ranging requires
consideration of G.S., TDRS and USER VCO's. The GRARR USER case does not
employ a USER (VHF) VCO as is present in a coherent USER, but a G.S. sub-
carrier VCO exists with a GRARR USER and not with a coherent USER. The
TDRS VCO noise contribution will no longer be compensated for by the beacon
signal due to the additional TDRS/USER/TDRS propagation delay and the time
uncorrelation it introduces. If we assume the uncorrelated phase noise developed
in (22) with Lf0 -2KLf t or 2Kf t plus the same rms locking error in all loops in
question, the 2-way ranging VCO noise contribution will exceed the 1-way ranging
case by an rms factor of 2 due to the additional TDRS and G.S. subcarrier loops
(GRARR USER) or TDRS and USER loops(coherent USER). The validity of identical
locking error conditions must however be verified in a given application due to
the different loop designs involved (e.g., the TDRS VCO operates at K-band, the
USER VCO at VHF and the G.S. VCO's at IF). The TDRS loop bandwidth may be
much narrower than the others from doppler tracking considerations.

5. RANGE SIGNAL EXTRACTION

The 1-way and 2-way ranging systems are both capable of providing range
rate data, and an error performance comparison was performed (Section 4).
The 1-way ranging can provide range-difference data when two TDRS's are in
simultaneous contact with the USER and G.S. The 2-way ranging systems can
of course provide range data, and we shall illustrate their error performance
capabilities. However a direct comparison will not establish the relative merits
due to the different-type of data extracted. The performance evaluation of 1-way
range-difference vs 2-way range data systems is reflected only after such data
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has been processed and used with their respective orbital determination programs
to establish orbital uncertainties.

We shall assume sidetone ranging techniques where the ranging event is
the zero-crossing of a sinusoidal tone which is PM'ed on the carrier for trans-
mission purposes. The carrier doppler is used to derive range rate data as
previously analyzed, while the event propagation delay is used to derive range
or range-difference data. The tone frequency (fr) is assumed to be high enough
to match existing VHF tracking system specification (say, 20 kHz), and the
resolution of ambiguities through the inclusion of sequential lower frequency
tones is implicitly assumed.

In 1-way ranging, the tones are generated at the USER from the same L.O.
employed to produce the USER/TDRS VHF return link carrier, and the TDRS
side-stepping operation of the PM downlink signal with a phase-locked replica
of the G.S./TDRS uplink signal follows as before, except that two TDRS are now
involved. The downlink signal propagation is summarized in Table 8, where the
G.S. receiver processing is based on the independent extraction of the two down-
link signals prior to their combination to yield the range-difference data. The
K-band downlink carriers extracted at the G.S. receiver are used to product
demodulate their respective tones which are then extracted by PLL's. The
time-dependent phase terms in the formulation include all doppler dynamics,
oscillator instabilities and thermal noise contributions to be identified in the
discussion that follows. The effect of loop locking errors has not been made
explicit in the formulation to simplify the notation. Carrier locking errors will
produce AMattenuation of the tone sidebands (cos ) but small or no SNR
degradation will result if a proper carrier lock prevails.

In 2-way ranging, the tones are generated at the G.S. transmitter from the
same master oscillator used to produce the G.S./TDRS K-band uplink carrier,
and the TDRS coherently translates the PM signal to VHF for TDRS/USER trans-
mission purposes. The USER has either a coherent transponder which coherently
translates the PM signal to another VHF for USER/TDRS transmission purposes
(possibly including tone detection and remodulation), or it has a GRARR trans-
ponder where the received spectrum becomes a return link PM subcarrier. The
TDRS side-stepping and G.S. receiver carrier/subcarrier extraction follows as
before, and the ranging tone is again product demodulated and phase compared
at ground to provide the range data. We shall omit the 2-way coherent or GRARR
ranging signal propagation formulation, since they are characteristic of various
existing NASA tracking systems and are well documented elsewhere (ref. 6).
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TABLE 8
1-Way Ranging Signal Propagation

USER XMTR

AC cos [Coc
t + 0 c (t)] ± A

s
cos [(cc -± Ws) t + 0C (t) ± 0 (t)]

TDRS REVR's

B cos [co (t -T 1 ) + 8c (t - T)] ±Bs cos [(wc ±_s)(t-Tl)+c (t-T1 ) ±0 (t-T 1 )]

and

B' cos [%oC (t -T') +8c (t -Ti.)] ±B's cos [(%C _+os)(t -Ti) +0 c (t -Ti)+± s (t-Ti)] I

TDRS VCO's

and

cos [a) t + O' (t)]
v

TDRS XMTR's: Co = - CO
r v c

C cos [wr t +v (t) -c (t -T 1 ) + % T1] ± C s

cos [('r + Cs) t + V (t) - 8 c (t - T1 ) + s (t - T1 ) + ( e ± +os) T11

and

C' COs [cot t + Ov (t) -0 (t - T;) + w T1] _ C±

COS [(Cr + CO) t + 0V (t) - . (t - TD; + 0 (t - T +) +(wc + cO± ) T'1
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TABLE 8-(continued)

G.S. RCVR's

DC cos [r (t - T2 ) + Ov (t T 2 ) 0 c (t -T 1 -T 2 ) + coc T1] -+Ds

-0 s (t - T1 - T s 2+ o0 (t -T 1 - T 2 ) + (c +o s) T1 ]1

and

D cos [ (t - T2) + ' (t - T2) - C (t - T - T2) +c TV] D'

COS [(0) + co s) (t - T2) + 9' (t - T')

- c (t -T - T2) + s (t - T - T2) + (cc ± COs)Tl]1

CARR PLL's: &o = Coto - 0 )

D sin [cob t + 0 (t) - T (t -T t - T1 - T2) + c T2 (T. + T2 )]

and

Dc sin [ob t + 0 (t) - Ov' (t - T2) + 0c (t - T1 T2) + v T2 - (T1 ' + T')]

TONE PLL's

2D s cos [Cs t + 9s (t -T - T2 ) - o s (T1 + T2 )]

and

2 D cis [cW t + es (t - T1 - T') - co5 (T' + T')]

Legend: % = VHF downlink carrier frequency
% = ranging sidetone frequency

= TDRS side-stepping reference from VCO's
, = K-band downlink carrier frequency

o b = G.S. receiver IF bias frequency
Oo o= G.S. receiver RF L.O. frequency

T 1 and T; = USER/TDRS propagation delay
T2 and T

2
= TDRS/G.S. propagation delay.
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The range measured is obtained by counting the elapsed time between
transmission and reception of the ranging event (tone zero crossing). We shall
assume a fC = 100 MHz clock is used for counting purposes, which is
representative of existing tracking system design. The range-difference
measured is obtained by counting the elapsed time between the two receptions
of the ranging event originated by the USER and relayed by the two TDRS.
Hence the actual measured parameter in either case is an integer number n c

of clock cycles, and the range and range-difference data is obtained via the
arithmetic computation

t nc{ for range data (25a)
2 f-

R1 - R= nct for range-difference data (25b)

It should be understood that the received tone in 1-way or 2-way ranging will
not only carry the USER/TDRS or TDRS/USER/TDRS range information but also
the TDRS/G.S. or G.S./TDRS/G.S. range information. We shall assume here
that TDRS tracking signals are available to resolve the G.S./TDRS baseline
range without any interfacing with the USER tracking operation so that inde-
pendent TDRS and USER error analyses are applicable. The potential longer
tracking time available for TDRS tracking in contrast to USER tracking should
be exploited in the TDRS data processing and orbit determination program, and
will tend to validate our assumption of independent TDRS and USER error per-
formance evaluations.

6. RANGE AND RANGE-DIFFERENCE ERROR ANALYSIS

We shall now evaluate the arithmetic and measurement error contributions
to the range and range-difference data thus extracted. The following error
sources and effects are considered:

(a) Uncertainty in the speed of light: (arithmetic) the conversion of elapsed
time into range or range-difference data uses this parameter in the
computation so its uncertainties are reflected as tracking data uncer-
tainties.
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(b) Oscillator drifts: (arithmetic) the long-term drifts of the G.S. master
oscillator results in the use of incorrect values of the clock frequency
so that range or range-difference errors are thus induced.

(c) Dynamic locking errors: (measurement) the tracking loops introduce
phase shifts when reproducing the tone doppler dynamics, which repre-
sent timing and ranging errors in the data extracted.

(d) Thermal noise: (measurement) the additive link noises become phase
noise in the reproduced tone thus contributing phase jitter and ranging
errors, plus retransmitted noises can cause signal suppression effects
when nonlinearly processed at low SNR's.

(e) Oscillator noise: (measurement) the short-term instabilities of G.S.
and USER L.O.'s and VCO's appear on the received tone and contribute
timing and ranging errors.

(f) Quantization noise: (measurement) the elapsed time is measured in units
quantized to the clock period so that time (cycle) quantization is intro-
duced and contributes ranging errors.

(g) Time jitter: (measurement) the processing circuitry introduces time
jitter in the elapsed time measurement which induces ranging errors.

6.1 Arithmetic Errors

An uncertainty A c in the velocity of light represents range and range-
difference uncertainties of

A R = - R (26a)
Cc

IA (R1 - R2)1 = . (R1 - R2) (26b)

so that a Ac /c = 3 x 10
-

7 impliesa IAR - 10-12 m and IA(R1 - R2 )1- 2.5 m
peak when the TDRS/USER range is the data being considered. The minimum
range corresponds to the USER being colinear with a TDRS and the earth center,
while a maximum range corresponds to the USER forming a right triangle with
a TDRS and the earth center.
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A long-term drift of the G.S. master oscillator in either ranging system
means that the actual clock frequency (fc0 + A f c) should be used as the arith-
metic constant instead of its nominal value fc, thus introducing a net error of:

C n ct c nc~f' t ~ Sf
AR-c~ 2Cf---l(,.g

2 f * 2 (f . + A f () ( ) (27a)

A (R1 - R2 ) - f{o fg + A f =(R R = (R1 - R
2
)(__g (27b)

Thus a master oscillator stability of 3 x 10
-

7 is required to equal the velocity
of light uncertainty effects.

The tone extraction loops at the G.S. receivers introduce dynamic lag errors
when reproducing the tone doppler dynamics. A loop tracking error of A a radians
corresponds to timing and ranging errors of

A R = (A t) c (A ) for range data (28a)
2 4mf~

A(R1 -R2) = c (At) (A01 -A0 2 )for range-difference data(28b)

We shall assume fs = 20 kHz plus no rate-aiding* involved.

The phase errors due to an uncompensated tone doppler shift (Ds (Hz)) and
doppler rate (D)s (Hz/s)) are respectively given by 360Ds/K; and 405D /B2
deg. assuming 2nd-order loops with a 1/-2 damping factor where Kp isSthe loop
gain. The uncompensated 1-way doppler conditions are about 1 Hz and 0.7 x 10- 3

Hz/s, so that negligible doppler shift errors are feasible with available high
loop gains. The doppler rate error contributions are tabulated in Table 9 for

Note: Rate-aiding implies that the carrier doppler is used to estimate and compensate the tone
doppler dynamics within some margin prior to the tone loop extraction, so as to permit narrower
tracking bandwidths and more additive noise rejection than would be possible otherwise. The
compensation process is then reversed after the rate-aided tone is loop filtered so that the regular
tone doppler dynamics are recovered but with a smaller thermal phase noise contribution from the
tracking loop than would occur in the absence of rate-aiding.
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TABLE 9
Dynamic Lag Ranging Errors

B
n AO (2-way) AO(1-way) AR A(R 1 - R2

1 Hz 0.57 0.28 11.8 m 23.6 m

5 Hz 0.023 0.011 0.47 m 0.94 m

25 Hz 0.00091 0.00045 0.029 m 0.038 m

typical tone loop bandwidths in the absence of rate-aiding. The locking errors
are doubled in 2-way ranging due to the 2-way tone doppler rate to be tracked,
yet this effect is equalized by the 1/2 multiplier indicated in (28). However,
the peak 1-way range-difference errors are twice the peak range errors by
considering the maximum opposite-sign doppler rate conditions that may prevail
in the two USER/TDRS links.

A comparison of the systematic errors shows that long-term oscillator
drifts can be neglected as an error source relative to the velocity of light un-
certainty based upon state-of-the-art master oscillator stability. The dynamic
lag errors will be commensurate with the velocity of light effects when the
narrower tracking bandwidths are used for range data, and will predominate
over the velocity of light effects when the narrower bandwidths are used for
range-difference. The velocity of light uncertainty predominates over dynamic
lag effects for both range and range-difference data at the wider bandwidths.

6.2 Measurement Errors

The formulation of (28) can also be used to evaluate random phase error
contributions of thermal and oscillator noise processes. The thermal noise
error in the range and range-difference data has an rms value specified in
terms of the tone loop SNR by

C C
R = 4 7rf = (SNR) 1/2 for range data (29a)

47T /2fs A d

___ [for range-
c___1 1 · ]1/2_ c (SNR)y 1 / 2 differenc~2 9 b)

R,-R 2
27 Yfs-2 2irf +2SNR -2SNR - s data
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where it is assumed that identical loop SNR's exist as a worst case condition
(otherwise a maximum f2 range difference error reduction may exist).

In 1-way ranging the tone level and loop SNR's depend on the PM index at
the USER transmitter; e.g., a 1.2 rad sidetone has each sideband 6 dB down
from available power and the loop signal-to-noise density is 3 dB down from
the power budget specification on account of the 3 dB sideband folding improve-
ment. In 2-way ranging with a coherent USER, the same loop SNR will be ap-
plicable provided that TDRS/USER power budget is large relative to the USER/
TDRS SNR so that retransmitted additive noise can be neglected. In 2-way
ranging with a GRARR USER, the existence of moderately-to-low input SNR at
the USER transponder will again cause tone signal suppression as discussed
earlier for the subcarrier component. If we assume the numerical example
previously considered, each downlink tone sideband would be 9-11 dB down from
the modulated carrier and 14-16 dB down from the available power, and the
loop signal-to-noise density is 8-10 dB down from the power budget specification
on account of the 6 dB sideband folding improvement.

If we assume the same loop bandwidth in 1-way and 2-way ranging, the
loop SNR's will be the same in 1-way and 2-way coherent-USER cases so that
the rms range error will be smaller by a factor of 2V2 relative to the rms
range-difference error. However, the tone suppression present in 2-way
GRARR-USER ranging would tend to compensate such factor as happened with
the range rate data; e.g., the numerical example in question has the received
GRARR-USER tone 5-7 dB down relative to the coherent-USER case which re-
duces the rms range error improvement to a factor of 1.25-1.55 relative to the
rms range-difference error. In summary, the range data exhibits an 8.9 dB
SNR improvement over the range-difference data if a coherent-USER is em-
ployed, but only a 1.9-3.9 dB improvement if a low SNR GRARR-USER is em-
ployed. The locking errors and corresponding range and range-difference
errors are illustrated in Table 10 as a function of the loop bandwidths under
consideration for the 40/60 dB-Hz power budget options.

TABLE 10
Thermal Noise Ranging Errors

B (2-way ( 2-way 1 ( 2-way \ (2-way _

orR c o ent OR (I2-way)Bcoherent GRARR/ c oherent/ % \GRARR R RiR 2 (1-way)

1 Hz 0.57/0.057 ° 1.14/0.114 ° 0.57/0.057 ° 12/1.2 m 24/2.4 m 33.5/3.4 m

5 Hz 1.3/0.13 ° 2.6/0.26 ° 1.3/0.13 ° 27/2.7 m 54/5.4 m 75.5/7.6 m

25 Hz 2.8/0.28 ° 5.7/0.57° 2.8/0.28 ° 58/5.8 m 116/16 m 162/16.2 m
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The short-term jitter of the G.S. and USER oscillators that generate the
ranging tone in 2-way and 1-way ranging respectively will appear on the tone
scaled to its frequency and will be tracked by the G.S. tone loop. In 2-way
ranging, the tone jitter at transmission and reception of the ranging event (time
zero crossing) represent uncorrelated random variables due to the propagation
time delay, so their effects add mean-square wise when evaluating range errors.
A 3 nanosec rms time jitter on each zero crossing will induce an error of
o R = (c/2) CA t = (/Xc/2) Ct = 0.6 m rms. In 1-way ranging, the tone jitter at the
two receptions of the ranging event may however exhibit some correlation since
the differential propagation time may be smaller than the correlation time of
the phase noise; e.g., an 8000 km range difference corresponds to a 0.027 sec
while correlation times of 0.01-0.1 sec may be exhibited by the oscillator noise
process as suggested by the phase noise spectral width observed for spacecraft
oscillators. 4

The effects of tone loop VCO noise in 2-way and 1-way ranging can be
studied analogously, except recognizing the highpass (rather than lowpass)
filtering effect of the loop so that VCO locking errors are of interest. A 0.1
deg rms locking error corresponds to a range error of 0.6 m rms in 2-way
ranging, when the correlation time of the locking error is smaller than the propa-
gation delay so that uncorrelated jitter exists at the transmission and reception
of the ranging event. Again the differential propagation involved in 1-way rang-
ing may cause error reduction through correlation effects, but there is no in-
formation available at this stage on VCO locking-error correlation time or
phase-noise spectral width.

The time delay measurement in 2-way or 1-way ranging introduces quanti-
zation noise since time is quantized to integer units of the 100 MHz clock
period. The omission of fractional cycles introduces a time measurement
error of

nct nct +A ncrt A nc~
--- - - - (30)
T f fct

where An c = A & /2 7r and may be assumed to be a uniformly-distributed random
variable with uncorrelated contributions at the beginning and end of the counting
interval. The rms timing error is then given by

/2 1
A

_= f aO = = 4 nanosec (31)
At 2 C f A'
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which corresponds to a 0.6 m rms range error and a 1.2 m rms range-difference
error. The time jitter added by electronic processing circuity in the time count-
ing operation will also contributed independent timing errors at the beginning and
end of the counting interval. A 20 nanosec rms is characteristic for a 20 kHz

6ranging tone, so that a net rms error of 3.0 m in range and 6.0 m in range-
difference is introduced. The factor of two is again due to the fact that measure-
ment errors cannot discriminate between 2-way and 1-way data, and a 1/2
arithmetic constant is introduced when converting the measured parameter ncg
into range data in 2-way ranging as indicated in (25).

SUMMARY

The arithmetic and measurement errors in the determinations of the range,
range rate and range difference have been identified and evaluated. These un-
certainties are tabulated in Tables 11, 12 and 13 for the systems described. No
direct comparison of the range difference errors and conventional range errors
is attempted. The use of the new data type requires a new orbit determination
scheme. Programs are now being developed to evaluate the usefulness of such
data types in orbit determination.

A comparison of the measurement error contributions illustrate the pre-
dominance of thermal noise effects under low power budget conditions, with the
other error sources becoming relevant for the high power budget case. The
range data exhibited, in general, smaller error magnitudes than the range-
difference data, but these magnitudes were equivalent and no definite conclusions
can be made without accounting for the data processing and orbital determina-
tion program.

The improvement in user tracking gained by employing a G.S./TDRS/G.S.
beacon has been explained. This link may also be employed for TDRS range
and range rate tracking using coherent 2-way ranging concepts.

The range and range rate uncertainties are applied as noise and bias errors
in most orbit determination programs. The system uncertainties evaluated
in this report are summarized as root sum squared noise and bias errors in
Tables 14, 15 and 16. It should be noted from Table 14 that the bias error from
all three systems are equal, while the lowest noise error is contributed by the
one way, high power budget system. This is primary due to the beacon compen-
sation for the TDRS VCO noise. For the low power budget the errors are
primarily due to thermal noise and are equivalent.

For the two way range measurement systems (Table 15) the coherent system
is superior by a factor of 2 for the low power budget and slightly superior for
the high power budget. Any conclusions regarding the range difference errors
(Table 16) must await the completion of the orbit determination program using
this data type.
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TABLE 11
Range Rate Error Summary

42

Ranging System

Error Source Effect -Way 2-Way 2-Way Remarks
System Coherent GRARR

(cm/sec) System System
(cm/sec) (cm/sec)

Velocity of light c 7

Uncertainty Arithmetic 0.2 0.2 0.2 _ _ X 10

User L.O. Long-term No No. Af = 10 - 7 long term
Drift Arithmetic 0.07 Effect Effect - 0 logtr

G.S. Master Oscillator Af 10
Long-term Drift Arithmetic 7 x 10- s 14 x 10-5 14 x 10- f long term

Quantization Noise Measurement 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.1 per sec data rate

Measurement 0.4 0.2 0.2 1 per sec. data rate

(flb + fd = 5 X 10
- 3

fr assumed)

Time Jitter Measurement 0.013 0.007 0.007 0.1 per sec. data rate

Measurement 0.13 0.07 0.07 1 per sec. data rate

VCO Noise Measurement 0.11 0.22 0.22 0.1 per sec. data rate

(1 degree rms
locking error) Measurement 1.1 2.2 2.2 1 per sec data rate

(For correlation times shorter
than Doppler measurement duration)

Thermal Noise

Low Power Budget Measurement 0.34 0.17 0.32 0.1 per sec data rate

Measurement 3.4 1.7 3.2 1 per sec. data rate

High Power Budget Measurement 0.034 0.017 0.032 0.1 per sec. data rate

Measurement 0.34 0.17 0.32 1 per sec. data rate



TABLE 12
Range Error Summary

Ranging System

Error Source Effect Coherent GRARR Remarks
User User

(meter) (meter)

Velocity of light
Uncertainty

G.S. Master Oscillator
long-term drift

PL loop lag

Thermal Noise

(Low Power Budget)

High Power Budget

VCO Noise

3 nanosec rms Jitter

Quantization Noise

Time Jitter

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

12

0.004

11.8

0.47

12

27

1.2

2.7

0.6

0.6

3.0

12

0.004

11.8

0.47

24

54

2.4

5.4

0.6

0.6

3.0

Atc = 3 x 10- z

C

Af
f

= 10-10 long term

1 Hz loop

5 Hz loop

1 Hz loop

5 Hz loop

1 Hz loop

5 Hz loop

bandwidth

bandwidth

bandwidth

bandwidth

bandwidth

bandwidth

100 MHz clock

20 nanosec rms Jitter
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TABLE 13
Range Difference Error Summary

1-Way
Error Source Effect Ranging Remarks

(meters)

Velocity of light
Uncertainty

G.S. Master Oscillator
long term drift

PL loop lag

Thermal Noise

(Low Power Budget)

(High Power Budget)

VCO Noise

Quantization Noise

Time Jitter

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

Measurement

2.5

0.0008

23.6

0.94

34

76

3.4

7.6

<0.6

1.2

6.0

= 3 x 10
c

Af = 10= 10_
f

1 Hz

5 Hz

loop bandwidth

loop bandwidth

1 Hz loop bandwidth

5 Hz loop bandwidth

1 Hz loop bandwidth

5 Hz loop bandwidth

3 nanosec rms jitter

100 MHz clock

20 nanosec rms jitter
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Table 14

Range Rate System Errors

Noise

System BiasSystem ~0.1 per sec 1.0 per secBias

Sampling Rate Sampling Rate

High Power Budget

1 way 0.12 cm/sec 1.2 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec
2 way coherent 0.22 cm/sec 2.2 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec
2 way GRARR 0.22 cm/sec 2.2 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec

Low Power Budget

1 way 0.34 cm/sec 3.6 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec
2 way coherent 0.28 cm/sec 2.8 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec
2 way GRARR 0.39 cm/sec 3.9 cm/sec 0.2 cm/sec

Table 15

Range System Errors

1 Hertz Loop Bandwidth 5 Hertz Loop Bandwidth

Sy stemSystem Noise Bias Noise Bias

High Power Budget

2 way coherent 3.3 meters 16.8 meters 4.1 meters 12.0 meters
2 way GRARR 3.9 meters 16.8 meters 6.2 meters 12.0 meters

Low Power Budget

2 way coherent 12.4 meters 16.8 meters 27.2 meters 12.0 meters
2 way GRARR 24.2 meters 16.8 meters 54.1 meters 12.0 meters
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Table 16

Range Difference System Errors

1 Hertz Loop Bandwidth 5 Hertz Loop Bandwidth
User PowerUser Power Noise Bias Noise Bias

High Power Budget 7.0 meters 23.7 meters 9.8 meters 2.7 meters

Low Power Budget 34.5 meters 23.7 meters 76.2 meters 2.7 meters
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